Industrial and Commercial Surface Preparation

Grit Blasting and Paint Spraying Services

For commercial, industrial, construction and home
& renovation projects.
Grit Blasting UK is based in Wiltshire and offers a
local and national Surface preparation service.

T: 01225 775 519
M: 07811 770 635

E: enquiries@gritblastinguk.co.uk

Case Study - Eton College Flooring Preparation
The work of a sub-contractor is a varied and interesting one. In May 2017,
Gritblasting Uk undertook a contract for Eton College. Steeped in history and
dating from 1440, this Windsor based institution had the floor of one of its larger
rooms renovated by our team.
Using our latest new electric diamond floor grinder, we removed the existing
coatings from 330 square metres of concrete flooring, ensuring a perfectly
prepared surface for new coatings to be applied.
Working in an architecturally historic building is not
without its challenges but with careful
preparation, experience and the right equipment
we were able to provide our contractors with the
flooring outcome they wanted.
Using our knowledge and experience along with
our range of diamond floor grinders, Gritblasting
UK can grind concrete flooring. This can provide
the perfect preparation prior to the application of
epoxy coatings and flooring paints. By removing
rubber deposits, adhesives, bitumen coatings and
impacted dirt from factory and warehouse floors,
we leave a prepared surface ready for recoating.
We have developed a broad range of clients which include Private individuals, building contractors, local authorities,
carpenters, plasterers, reclamation yards, machine restorers, damp proofers, interior designers, civil engineers, steel
erectors and decorators. We work with large and smaller construction companies. As well as undertaking the work we
offer advice and support to other professionals.
We are familiar with modern procurement procedures and work alongside contractors and sub-contractors to provide
an efficient and ‘value for money’ service. Our investment in new technologies, training and the latest equipment
ensures we are knowledgeable and competent for all surface preparation and application jobs.

Contact us today for more details

www.gritblastinguk.co.uk

